Ian, interesting your timing?

What do you think, apart from you thinking those on the side of the DAAC not only showing their true colors, but not in the least bit encouraged by brave people such as yourself lending support?

Sad that so few kids know anything about the teachings of Plato and the likes despite their access to all the research on the Internet; and those and their parents and grandparents, the few that do, pray each day to God that this masterful teacher’s teachings will never surface, beginning with, “Good people do not need laws to tell them to act responsibly, while bad people will find a way around the laws” and “Good people don’t need friends” since it is only bad people who also need to feel “popular”.

http://san.beck.org/EC21-Socrates.html

There were a lot of helicopters over the cliffs of Del Mar yesterday that while very annoying had me thinking first about the pilots of those US Marine helicopters ferrying US Marines back and forth between their bases at Miramar and Camp Pendleton and what they would all think of the fact that Ivy League university Princeton, polled its freshman in 1938 who voted Hitler the greatest human being, and Einstein second; this survey remember was 4 years after Einstein wrote as his return address, "Concentration Camp, Princeton".

Everyone has their priority today. Mine is to destroy with “choice words” those elitists bred not just at nonsense Ivy league universities but even city colleges who think it smart to argue our service people are not drafted, but go willing to murder and maim the poor of the world on foreign soils, without a care given to how the so carefully contrived United States of America’s economic draft factors in to creating one refugee crisis after the next that has the rest of the world’s best and brightest such as Einstein and of course myself, forced to seek a “safe haven” in the “eye of the storm”.

Why else, apart from my “colorful mind” would my wildly sexy French-Canadian wife put up with me who I think it is fair to say also inspires her with her very excellent oil paintings and despite not quite getting back in to the shape I was in back on June 28th of last year when we lost to a fast moving train our truly most
beloved and so very soft and light fast Pypeetoe, I am not exactly a “fatso”, however, wired.

Framing these educated morons is not simply made easy with the internet, email and now chat sessions that tell us all other peoples’ priorities and when they need time outs to think, but think of those pilots who are not all obese now more than ever beginning to talk to one another beginning with the US marine pilot husband of my cardiologist’s second assistant who I will be meeting with again a little later after first getting out in the surf to enjoy the “ prefect” [sic] formed waves; notice the dolphin in the background of this rather poor photo I took just the other day.
showing another wave ski rider.

Not to mention you would do well to read very carefully my Royal Mater-Mother’s memoirs entitled, “Life Story of Zena”.

http://just3ants.com/FamilyTrees/GevisserBadash/zena/impwom/default.shtml

Bear in mind that not only is my mother still very much alive but you have to ask yourself how this very well known English born, wise beyond her years, woman who was raised by a pogrom orphaned grandmother who came from the same tiny village of Plonsk, White Russia-Poland as David Ben Gurion, the head of the brutally efficient Haganah Jewish Underground movement fighting the British-American Nazis for a homeland in Israel from the very early 1920s and who was also one of the early residents of Tel Aviv, Israel, Nechie-Nellie Becker-Badash only returning in 1929 to England when my Royal Mater was born to her hugely successful trader son Alef-Albert-Al Badash-Ash, never decided to settle in Israel either before or after my mother’s 4 children were born, all before she was 29 years of age; bearing also in mind, how in these very carefully crafted memoirs my mother makes the rather bizarre point of “rapidly feeling at home in Israel” when “discovering” that my father’s father, Israel Issy Gevisser owned priceless properties in Haifa, not on the
outskirts, but right in the harbor that when a US frigate visited just very recently, would have provided a “bird’s eye view”?

You will also note how disgusted my Royal Mater was with the Apartheid Laws of South Africa to the point that she felt it important to mention how sad she felt that her children would have to be “trained” outside of the country of their birth; trained in what you think given how we were all born with a head, 4 limbs, a torso and a clear knowledge of how well my mother was raised to, read in between the lines”.

So when you come to see this picture perfect photo taken in 1949
of my Royal Mater next to my granddad Al Ash who now living in Lorenco Marques/Maputo, Mozambique after having arrived in South Africa with “a million English pounds sterling in his back pocket” some 2 years prior, you have to be thinking of a number of things including all the traveling my Royal Mater was doing so soon after marrying my father on October 10th, 1948 after only a few months in Durban, South Africa before then,

“From the earliest days of 1949 she visited Israel two and three times a year writing reports for different publications”.

David Ben Gurion didn’t suddenly wake up in December 1949 and decide to have the Mossad, Israel’s over the top intelligence institute, the equivalent of the CIA, report directly to him, and nor did it make sense unless you simply “read in between the lines” for my mother and Fighter-Bomber-Pilot father not to have immigrated to Israel immediately, if not before the outbreak of Israel’s War of Independence, then certainly right after, given how their closest and most trusted friends had either settled in Israel or were about to, like Israel Air Force Commander Dr. Syd Cohen MD and the likes of Boris “Little brave man” Senior and Leslie Shagam whose “cover story” for leaving the Mossad and settling in London,
England where he purchased the London Travelers Club hotel, where our family was treated like “royalty”, albeit the basement unit where we could see all the pedestrian activity above, was that because he was gay he was viewed as a “security risk”, or so my mother would always say when I would enquire, but not to the point of ever making my “born to perform” mother uncomfortable.
Gold last traded at US$924 a troy ounce and the question on your mind apart from whether Mr. Chavez of Venezuela has read either the ingenious Israeli Military Intelligence report or Adam L. Tucker’s “draft analysis” that not a single person on my email list which represents a statistically valid sampling of the world’s literate population, care to comment on apart from both the Mossad and Israeli Military Intelligence who like me agree it speaks for itself, is what will the 1.5 odd billion strong, “living to learn” Chinese people decide to do should Mr. Chavez decide in the very next moment to cut off supplying the United States with some 20% of its daily oil import needs.

You also remember that while the best of the best of our students attend Ivy League universities like Princeton, MIT, Cornell, Harvard, Stanford, Yale, Brown, etc where they remain in my humble but seasoned opinion proud of their Nazi sympathizing record, given how very slow are all the faculty members as well as current student body and of course their alumni, to be publicly outraged by their Nazi past, present and future were they to continue to have their way, the Chinese people, who wouldn’t tolerate their public officials spending so much time on the campaign circuit spending some US$200 a vote and getting less than a third of the electorate who get more than their fair share of the graft-spoils of diamond tipped drilling bit oil wars, to vote for these filthy rich so debauched Roman style elitists, continue to set the scholastic levels wherever they go.

And you recall once again how on Thanksgiving Day, the Chinese government, slow to talk loudly about the United States Government’s human rights abuses, beginning with the American led 8 Allied Nations invasion of China in 1900, all the
while relying, having conquered the world with brute force, on the “rule of law” to prevent the rest of the world’s people both fitter and stronger now demanding “retribution”, decided without making much of a fuss to deny landing rights to 3 American destroyers including one in distress.

Not to mention that you would know not necessarily from reading this Wall Street Journal article, click hyperlink below, that the catalyst behind Deborah “Aggressive” Sturman Esquire extorting several billion US Dollars out of the “nothing to speak of” remnants of the Nazi Germany Military Machine, was my Royal Mater who first met Deborah at a synagogue in Cologne, Germany when Deborah was a member of the Cologne Philharmonic, playing the French Horn.

http://www.nextraterrestrial.com/pdf/wsj%20ds.htm

To mention little of Bill Lerach Esq., the Cow’s employer about to go jail, according to Dr. JKP Jr. for some 24 months which makes poor folks all over the world most who have never heard of Lerach let alone his out-of-control Shareholder Class Action Litigation law firm feel “good about themselves”; bearing in mind that even Lerach who along with his evil criminal lawyer partners milk whatever little lifeblood remains after the overwhelmingly crooked captains of industry have already fleeced the naive and innocent investing public not having a clue about how the stock, real estate and insurance markets actually function all at the behest of the DAAC, has no clue and nor does he care about the extraordinary “Money Power” of the DAAC, simply arguing the masses are all sheep and just want to be led by a “strong leader” who make promises even if it is empty promises just like their parents and those who came before who while telling their children how much they love them, how much time and attention they devote to taking care of the minutest needs, and when given the first opportunity to make their offspring “grovel” as in, “I hope you didn’t do that just to get back at me!”

http://nextraterrestrial.com/pdf/mdg-baseball%20is%20more%20than%20a%20game.htm

So when you consider what most of us have for parents and grandparents it is no wonder that so many of us “love” and “love to hate” the likes of Hillary making a living when not trading commodities off her De Beers-Rhodes Scholar lawyer husband’s infidelity.

Of course you also recall how in December 2006, both Secretary of the US Treasury and Chairman of the US Federal Reserve hopped over to China to warn the Chinese government that if they allowed their currency to float to realistic levels to reflect the awesome productivity of the increasingly happy face Chinese people versus the increasingly long faces of the US American slave masters and their children, especially those depending on our forced economic draft to prop up their Trust Funds that allow them to play “college student” without having to look at the growl long faces of their co-opted-corrupted parents-grandparents, then the US would be forced to go to war with China and , and most likely use nuclear weapons on civilian populations just as we did during World War II when the US Government figured
the losses US service people would take against the tough Japanese fighters would be too much for the US Hollywood struck populace believing all the nonsense spoken by the likes of Screen Actors Guild President Ronald W. Reagan.

Just because US academics, clerics and politicians have no conscience does not mean their very weak arguments beginning with our electorate are happy both with our form of democracy as well as our “volunteer” military, carry any weight with intelligent people throughout the world including here in the US, particularly when you recognize that China is the world’s new superpower and why China features so very prominently in that ingenious Israeli Military Intelligence report.

The fact is that US Americans are made unaware by our so very bought and paid for media that liberals such as Senator Ted Kennedy were booed by Black South Africans when he visited South Africa back in January 1985, some 14 years after he attended the funeral at St. Mary’s Abby Church, Morris Town, two words, New Jersey of the Kennedy clan’s major benefactor, Mossad assassinated American Charles Engelhard who was an “open supporter” of the South African Apartheid Regime doing the most wonderful bidding of the 3 Branches of the United States Government representing the “best interests” of all those around the world, not just here in the U.S. who benefit from big government handouts, courtesy of the brute military force not just of the Armed Forces of the United States but the totally out-of-control CIA.

http://www.mltranslations.org/SouthAfrica/SApamphl.htm

Please do me the favor of emailing Dr. John K. Pollard Jr., an alumni of MIT and Cornell University who after sunset last evening on the walk up the ally away from our cliff house perched atop the bluffs of heavily real estate and city council corrupt De Mar, California, left open whether he would spend some time getting me Mr. Chavez’s email address; bearing in mind that Dr. JKP still may be having trouble receiving emails from me.

BTW, were you annoyed by photos of the egrettes my French-Canadian wife took this past Friday that took up some 2 megabytes of space, enough to have those looking for an excuse to be angry with me “seeing red” but not to the point that they would want to miss my “without the fluff” 20,000 or so word communiqué to the folks from WildBlue that includes amongst a number of interesting observations how both parent and child can figure out in less than 60 seconds whether the relationship they have is all about either money, co-opting one another or both and for both parent and child to figure it all out all within that 60 seconds?


Of course you understand perfectly well that I am not in the least bit interested in “saving the world”, a task I leave only to God, but rather to spend the rest of my days deriving great satisfaction exposing hypocrites to the light, all the while reducing my heart rate from my at rest 51 beats per minute down to the low 30s if
not high 20s where it was once back in the early 1980s when I wasn’t dating and
focused pretty much exclusively on restoring my health after the DAAC managed so
very easily to poison my liver after they figured out I wasn’t about to follow in the
footsteps of my horrible stutter uncle David Gevisser as I went about patiently and
methodically flushing out Martin Rapaport of the Rapaport Report which the De
Beers-Anglo American Cartel use first and foremost to remind the US Justice
Department, the US Treasury, the US Federal Reserve and of course the remainder
of the 3 Branches of the US Government including the US Supreme Court that not
only is this mafia of mafia in charge of the “Money Supply” and therefore the
preeminent allocator of the world’s resources, but when a struggling entrepreneur
enters a bank like Bank of America to open a free checking account, feeling good
that they are finally getting something for “free” and so long as they have a good
credit rating score that can be determined so “non-subjectively” in less than a
heartbeat, just a press of a single button, they can also borrow monies, this most
evil and dynamic special interest of special interest institution just love it as they
watch “carefree” the tension between the idiot loan officer and applicant with the
banks general manager looking over their shoulder unless of course the loan
applicant is a hot blonde bombshell when he will do the “courtesy”, so very happy
with his “life and death” power all the while thinking their jobs are so very
important.

You of course recall me mentioning that the two very busy jobs of the top dogs of
the DAAC are where to vacation and who to kill.

Were it not for my French-Canadian wife waiting for her young 15-year old son
JoNathan to reach 18, I would be hard pressed to remain living in the United States
no matter who is elected President but in the meantime, please continue to join me
in giving them all hell.

Hell here and now on this awesome planet Mother Earth for all those who usurp
their limited authority.

Do not forget that with each tick of the almighty powerful clock I continue to “line
up my ducks” with of course great support from the likes of you.

Gary

Ps – How many people do you know would want to attend one of my Educational
Light Journey-One Tribe of Achievers seminar-workshops which we may be able to
organize on university campuses whose faculty want to increasingly differentiate
themselves from the Ivy League universities; bearing constantly in mind not only
my extraordinary “footprint” on the Internet but how with each passing moment
when someone wants to research anyone to find out their true agenda they type
their name alongside mine; and of course you understand perfectly well that the
crooked are not interested in the truth.
Such individuals, rich and poor, see themselves as above those seeking truth and knowledge who now have this most powerful internet tool to simply ask these so obnoxious and so very transparent hypocrites,

“Explain why it is that you don’t see yourself as above those whose single purpose in life is seeking knowledge and truth, truth that which does not change?”

From: Ian A. Kaye [mailto:ikaye@register.com]
Sent: Friday, February 08, 2008 8:33 AM
To: Gary S Gevisser
Subject: RE: Assuming you are online and again just thinking about how easy it is to be paperless and establish "other peoples' priorities"

Gary,

How goes your battle to save the world?

Ian Kaye

From: Gary S Gevisser [mailto:gevisser@sbcglobal.net]
Sent: Wednesday, February 06, 2008 5:58 PM
To: 'Adam L Tucker'
Cc: Devin Standard; Sargent Amanda Lopez - US Army Recruiter; JKPJKP@alum.mit.edu; Office of the Israeli Defense Department Attache - Israeli Embassy Washington DC.; John Dau - A Leader of the Lost Boys of the Sudan; drudge@drudgereport.com; Dr. Laura Family; Dr. Ruth; Rush Limbaugh; Drew Faust - President of Harvard University; Sternshow@howardstern.com; oreilly@foxnews.com; Oprah
Subject: Assuming you are online and again just thinking about how easy it is to be paperless and establish "other peoples' priorities"
Look at the chatting between Devin and myself and remember not only is Devin on the road at the biggest gun fare where he is the “top dog” his “first priority” is letting me know exactly when he is “needing time to think”.

Wednesday, February 6, 2008

Are you ready to review the next heavily broadcasted communique?  12:20 PM

Yes; but I am expecting a phone call that I have to take.  12:44 PM

It should come through any minute. Just keep me informed. I assume you got my "lucky" email.  12:45 PM

May have received, have not read.  12:45 PM

i just sent the draft "double cross-copius notes" communique. It is just part I. The total is about 20,000 words. You really should read at least the first part of the "lucky" email while keeping your eye on "the news" being reported by the likes of Drudge Report and then think what it will mean to someone like Obama when he finds out who is supporting both him and his opposition.

You also understand there are those out there with less savings, less gold, less time on their hands than you who are doing things like thinking about robbing a bank, having to be the point person on foot patrol who may also believe as much in God as you who still thinks you can "beat the system".  12:49 PM

At 12:54 PM, right after I sent him the last “beat the system” he went “offline”. Now he is back letting me know he is “available” but is not chatting because he is reading very carefully what I have written as he seeks a “heads up” knowing that he is not the only one.

You can watch it all in real time by just turning on the “available” button to the right of your name.
I assume you got the last point, "beat the system" and are now reading both the "lucky" and the "double cross".

read Lucky, and saw that R Burkle is financing clinton according to drudge

You do remember me writing as well as telling you that Burkle hired the wife's husband when he left the White House. Interesting how even you don't always figure that Drudge reads each and every word I write.

These are the unique visitors to just3ants.com


the 55 for February was thru Feb 5th. You also understand that my incredible "footprint" on the internet does not come just from just3ants.com, there is that "directory" on nextraterrestrial.com that THE IT made such a big deal about in court back on October 24th 2002.

R u still thinking about those very stressed, very underpaid US service people out on foot patrol and while increasingly "wired" are questioning more and more what they are doing and who they will be going up against next who may not be the "real enemy" here at home "milking the system dry"?

Subject: Latest dialogue with Devin. I am now going to measure the shed and then call Susan.

I just send Matt Drudge the following message thru his website: Do you want to join the chat session between myself and Devin Standard http://www.nextraterrestrial.com/pdf/Microsoft%20Word%20-%20dstandard-lucky.pdf

There is this person williams91325 on my list who is online. I asked him the same thing. Do you want to join the chat session between myself and Devin Standard http://www.nextraterrestrial.com/pdf/Microsoft%20Word%20-%20dstandard-lucky.pdf

sorry williams91324

Earlier there was another person online kalons@pacbell.net who I seem to recall works for one of the TV networks in Los Angeles and as soon as I asked her to join in, she went offline

I am going to be heading out shortly for my delayed 4 hour hike, having though used this time to also prepare a very healthy meal which was actually frozen "leftovers" from a great vegetarian curry I made with of course direction from Marie; in fact it tasted even better. But I
was really hungry. Hopefully it will continue to be the most glorious day